
Blame:  
Attempting to Escape the Consequences of Sin


Introduction 
• Blame is the source of many problems


• There are many problems in this country right now.

• The horrors of Charlottesville have demonstrated just how deep these problems go.

• Thinking through these problems, I concluded that a major source of problems and 

something that prolongs and aggravates the problems is BLAME.

• EX: our country is like a bad marriage:


• That’s our country right now, like a bad marriage, two sides rigorously accusing and 
blaming while refusing to concede any responsibility or guilt of their own.


• So what’s going to happen?  The problems will only continue to fester and ultimately 
explode.


Examples of Blaming 
White supremacists 
• Let’s look at an extreme example of blame to see just how big of a problem blame can really 

be.


• Current outrage:

• White supremacists supposedly are currently outraged by the removal of confederate 

statues.

• They feel as if their race, culture, and rights as US citizens are under attack.


• Blame:

• Who do White Supremacists currently blame for all these problems?  The Jews.

• Examples:


• During the Friday night Charlottesville march, they had men armed with semi-
automatics camped outside Jewish synagogues.


• David Duke, former Klu Klux Klan leader: The truth is the American media, and the 
American political system, and the American federal reserve … is dominated by ... Jewish 
Zionists. 

• Jeff Schoep, Leader of neo-Nazi National Socialist Movement: It is the Jew that is the 
true enemy of all humanity on this planet! All the other races and racial problems we have go 
back to the Jew, and the focus should never be removed from them.


My dad told me to never insult someone from the pulpit, so I’ll say this more delicately: 
“That’s a bunch of misguided bologna. 

• Conclusion:

• It is clear that the members of these groups and organizations have myriad problems, but 

are the Jews really the source of their problems?
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• It must be very convenient to blame all your problems on one broad group of strangers 
based on their ancestry.


• The truth is that these individuals are afraid to look in the mirror and realize that the real 
source of their frustration, anger, and dissatisfaction comes from their own emptiness and 
vanity.


This is the purpose of blame.  To take guilt and responsibility off self, and place it on 
someone else.  And we see just how severe the problem of blame can be.


Adam & Eve 
• Now let’s look at a Biblical example.


• Blame is nothing new.  

• Blame has been our immediate response to sin since the beginning.

• I want to use this story to show how we often use blame to escape the problems and 

consequences of sin.


• Gen 3:

• Vs 1-3:


• Serpent comes to tempt woman.

• She knows better.


• Vs 4-5:

• Serpent makes fruit sound more desirable.

• She already had the entire garden for food.


• Vs 6:

• The woman eats the fruit.

• She gives to her husband, and he eats without question.


• Vs 11-13:

• God asks man what he has done.

• Man blames the woman “whom God gave [him]”.

• The woman says the serpent deceived her and she ate.


• They both resort to blame

• They can blame their circumstances:


• “I was tricked!” - but they knew better.

• “I was tempted” - but they had plenty of food already to keep them satisfied.


• They can blame people:

• Eve: 


• The woman says that the serpent deceived her, revealing the role he played in her 
sin.


• Had she not been told the half-true lies, she wouldn’t have eaten the fruit (on that 
occasion at least).


• Adam:

• Adam blames the woman for offering him the fruit.

• Adam also blames God for giving him the woman!

• But Adam knew better, and he didn’t even put up a fight.


The man has the least excuse, and yet he blames the most.  Blame seldom is reasonable or 
makes sense.


• From this example we learn:

1. What blaming is.
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2. Why we blame.

3. The reality of blaming


• It is inaccurate

• It is ineffective


• Then we will speak about:

4. Blaming today


• Ways we tend to blame

• Ways we can stop blaming


What Is Blaming? 
• Dictionary definition: assign responsibility for a fault or wrong: the inquiry blamed the 

engineer for the accident.


• For this lesson: the vice of telling self and/or others a half-true lie that shifts guilt and 
responsibility for sin away from self, and onto someone or something else.  

• Half-true lie:


• In many cases, we can trace our committing a sin back to some circumstance or 
person that led us to that sin.


• When we begin to blame after we sin, there is often some truth in what we say.

• The lie, however, is pretending or implying that someone or something’s involvement 

in the matter makes us innocent.

• Blame is used for self-deception as much or more than to deceive others (we blame 

just as much to make ourselves feel innocent as we do to convince others of our 
innocence).


• Defending innocence:

• That’s what blaming is: defending our own innocence.

• We admit to having done something wrong, but there is someone else who is more 

wrong, and that makes us innocent.

• Who is most guilty:


• We don’t think of shared guilt, we think about who has to most guilt.

• And whoever has the most guilt is completely to blame, and whoever has the least 

guilt is not to blame at all.

• So blaming becomes a game of leverage fighting to place the most blame on the 

other party to as to defend your own innocence and lack of responsibility.


Think about when something happens in the news that incriminates one “side” of an issue.  
Immediately after a concession or guilt (if even that), the side in the wrong begins to point out 
fault on the other side.  So rather than working towards a solution, it just becomes bickering 
to try to prove who is the most guilty at any given time.  


Why Do We Blame? 
• We blame to shift guilt away from us so that we can escape the problems and consequences 

of our sins

1. We don’t want to admit that we are wrong.

2. We don’t want to feel guilty, feel bad for being wrong.
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3. We don’t want others to see us as being wrong.

4. We don’t want to be punished.

5. We don’t want to bear the responsibility to make things right.


 It’s unpleasant to admit that we’re wrong, it’s scary to accept that we have guilt, and it’s hard 
to makes things right, so we blame others so as to hide ourselves from all these 
consequences.


The Reality of Blaming 
• This is what we think blaming can accomplish, but what is blaming really?


Blaming Is Inaccurate 
• We are so selfishly interested in promoting our own innocence that we become far less 

concerned with accuracy and honesty.  Thus our blaming is often very inaccurate.


• The things and people we blame are inaccurate.

• Examples:


• White Supremacists blaming the Jews.

• The Israelites blaming Moses: Why have you made us come up from Egypt, to bring us in to 

this wretched place? It is not a place of grain or figs or vines or pomegranates, nor is there 
water to drink. (Num 20:5).


• We’ll blame anyone or anything to make ourselves innocent, so we often blame the 
people closest to us.

• This adds to the problem rather than solves it.

• Now there are issues with our relationships as well.


• Our professed innocence is inaccurate.

• Even if the person and thing we are blaming is accurate, the implication that by that we 

are made more innocent is just false.

• Other people’s guilt doesn’t make you innocent.


• Rom 2:1: Therefore you have no excuse, everyone of you who passes judgment, for in 
that which you judge another, you condemn yourself; for you who judge practice the same 
things.


• Mat 7:3-5: Why do you look at the speck that is in your brother’s eye, but do not notice 
the log that is in your own eye? Or how can you say to your brother, ‘Let me take the speck 
out of your eye,’ and behold, the log is in your own eye? You hypocrite, first take the log 
out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly to take the speck out of your brother’s 
eye.


• No negative circumstance justifies your sin.

• I Cor 10:13: No temptation has overtaken you but such as is common to man; and God is 

faithful, who will not allow you to be tempted beyond what you are able, but with the 
temptation will provide the way of escape also, so that you will be able to endure it.


• James 1:13-14: Let no one say when he is tempted, “I am being tempted by God”; for 
God cannot be tempted by evil, and He Himself does not tempt anyone. But each one is 
tempted when he is carried away and enticed by his own lust. 


Our own evil desires are to blame for our sins. = we sin because we want to. 

• We can blame all we want, it doesn’t change the reality of the situation.  

• We sin a lot more than we want to admit.
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• We are completely responsible for our sins.

• No other person or circumstance justifies us sinning, or removes our guilt.


Blaming Is Ineffective 
• Blaming is ineffective to convince others of our innocence.


• Convincing people:

• Even if blaming doesn’t make us actually innocent, perhaps it can at least convince 

others that we are innocent.

• But people see through blame so they are not convinced.

• Especially of you blame the person, that just makes them more defensive, and they 

will blame you back and refuse to see their own responsibility.

• Not to mention the fact that convincing someone of your innocence doesn’t do you 

any good.  What does it matter what they think?  It matters what God thinks.

• Convincing self:


• Ps 32:3-4: When I kept silent about my sin, my body wasted away through my groaning all 
day long. For day and night Your hand was heavy upon me; My vitality was drained away as 
with the fever heat of summer.


• Convincing God:

• Do we really think we can convince God that we’re innocent by blaming others or 

circumstances?

• Gal 6:7: Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows, this he will also 

reap.

• Ps 139:2-3: You know when I sit down and when I rise up; You understand my thought from 

afar. You scrutinize my path and my lying down, And are intimately acquainted with all my 
ways.


• Jer 23:24: Can a man hide himself in hiding places So I do not see him?" declares the LORD.

• II Cor 5:10: For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each one may 

receive what is due for what he has done in the body, whether good or evil.

• Ezek 18:20: The person who sins will die. The son will not bear the punishment for the father’s 

iniquity, nor will the father bear the punishment for the son’s iniquity; the righteousness of the 
righteous will be upon himself, and the wickedness of the wicked will be upon himself.


• Blaming is ineffective to solve any problem.

• Blaming doesn’t accomplish anything.


• Blaming is just as useful as worrying.

• Blaming doesn’t make anything better.


• As long as we blame, we refuse to take action and fix the problem.

• As long as you blame, you are asserting that you have no responsibility of guilt, and 

thus no responsibility to fix the problem. 

• Blaming is pretending to be innocent, and if you are innocent, then you don’t need to 

repent.

• Prob 28:13: He who conceals his transgressions will not prosper, but he who confesses 

and forsakes them will find compassion. 
• Gal 6:1-2, 4-5: Brethren, even if anyone is caught in any trespass, you who are spiritual, 

restore such a one in a spirit of gentleness; each one looking to yourself, so that you too 
will not be tempted. Bear one another’s burdens, and thereby fulfill the law of Christ … 
But each one must examine his own work, and then he will have reason for boasting in 
regard to himself alone, and not in regard to another. For each one will bear his own 
load. 
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• I Pet 3:1-2: In the same way, you wives, be submissive to your own husbands so that 
even if any of them are disobedient to the word, they may be won without a word by the 
behavior of their wives, as they observe your chaste and respectful behavior.


Why are you blaming?  It’s not working.


Ways In Which We Blame Today 
• Inability to see social issues clearly:


• Both sides of any issues these day are prone to blame.

• We work harder to blame others than honestly self reflect.

• We are more defensive than introspective.

• We are more interested in winning an argument than finding a solution.


• Relationships (Marriages, parents and children, brothers or sisters in Christ):

• Failing to see our own guilt in the problem.

• Failing to admit our guilt to the other part and apologize.

• More concerned with winning argument.

• More concerned with proving the other party is more wrong than you.

• Waiting to do what’s right after they do what’s right.


• Personal relationship with God: You have sinned, but…

• Your circumstances are too hard.

• People aren’t doing enough to help you.

• Christians are hypocritical.


• Others are doing the same bad thing.

• Others are doing worse things.

• Why is everyone picking on me?  Why is no one addressing that other person’s sin.


• When being confronted…

• They didn’t say it nice enough.

• Not everything they said was true.

• They’re worse than me.


All of these are irrelevant and ineffective methods to shift blame away from self and onto 
something else.  It doesn’t help in any way.


How to Overcome the Habit of Blaming 
1. Concede guilt and responsibility


• Be honest and self-reflective.

• Ps 32: I acknowledged my sin to You, And my iniquity I did not hide; I said, “I will confess my 

transgressions to the Lord”; And You forgave the guilt of my sin.

• Look hard to determine what you’ve done wrong.  

• Focus more on self than on others.


2. Do what you can do

• You can’t change others.  So don’t worry about their faults and try to win an argument.

• Rom 12:18: If possible, so far as it depends on you, be at peace with all men.

• You determine your wrong, and you change what you need to change.
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• You need to get right with people, and get right with God.

• Be busy fixing the problem rather than blaming others for it.


Conclusion 
• God made this world.


• God didn’t sin, and He didn’t make us sin.

• But being a just judge over His creation, He has to take responsibility for our sins.


• He has two options:

1. Judge and punish us, the completely guilty party.

2. Or take the blame Himself to set us free.


• Rom 5:8: But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we were yet sinners, 
Christ died for us.


• Rom 8:3: For what the Law could not do, weak as it was through the flesh, God did: sending 
His own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh and as an offering for sin, He condemned sin in the 
flesh.


• II Cor 5:21: He made Him who knew no sin to be sin on our behalf, so that we might become 
the righteousness of God in Him.
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